STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

To vote, completely fill in the square next to your choice and mark the X.

OFFICIAL BALLOT

FEDERAL OFFICES
PRESIDENT
JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH
BARTON
McCAIN

donald trump and jill
biden
ON

VICE PRESIDENT
KAYE PLATT
vice president

CYNTHIA MCKAY AND ROSE ALLEN
senator

ROGER CULVER AND ALISON KENNEDY
senator

RALEIGH BEAVER AND WILL
CONGRESS

JERRY BARR AND MARK A
CONGRESS

PHIL FOSTER AND BARRY CASTLE
CONGRESS

G.L. SENATOR
DAN FLANAGAN
senator

JERRY BARR
senator

AL FORNITORE
senator

BONNIE OLIVER
senator

EL FRANKEN
senator

ROBERT T. ALBRIGHT
senator

JAMES WEINERT
senator

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
DAVID HILL
representative

EDGALEN FINCH
representative

JOHN HEARN
representative

STATE OFFICES
STATE SENATOR FISKE
DISTRICT 24
SHEP MAY
DISTRICT 24

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT

FAILURES TO VOTE WILL RESULT IN REJECTION OF BALLOT.

CROOKED, WORKING, CULTURAL, MINERALS AND NATURAL AREAS

STATE COMMISSIONER
DISTRICT 6
KIP JOHNSON

UNIT OF MEASURE
PER HECTARE

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT